
 

 

 

Release Notes                  January 20, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 01.20.21.  
 

 
[Business Enhancement] Add a filter to the Products page called ‘Has Stock Records’ so products can be 
filtered to those with at least one stock record underneath 
[Business Enhancement] Move the ‘Existing PA’ alert on the new PA page so the Create PA button is not 
pushed down the page 
[Business Enhancement] Update the Patient Signature alerts to match other sections on the PA page 
[Business Enhancement] Update the ABN to prevent selecting multiple reasons Medicare does not pay 
[Business Enhancement] Update the Billing Modifiers section on the BS tab to a modal form rather than inline 
form 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the Global Products list in System Maintenance to be in alphabetical 
order 
[Operational Enhancement] Mandate the Inventory Location’s Delivery Address Phone Number so it 
populates on the ABN 
[Operational Enhancement] Add SSO/Identity Provider details to the user page so it’s clear a user is utilizing 
SSO to login 
[Operational Enhancement] Add a pill labeled ‘SSO’ next to Users that have an Identity Provider for SSO 
enabled 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the Incomplete PA counts on the main dashboard to be limited to 90 
days to dashboards load faster 
[Operational Enhancement] Remove the dependency that users need to have a Current Clinic Location set in 
order to create a Restock 
[Future Functionality] Add a new Biller flag so accounts can convert HCPCS to CST equivalent 
[Future Functionality] Update the HCPCS table with Custom Fit equivalents 
[Bug Fix] On PA and BS tabs, after Archiving a PA, the PA count at the top of the page does not update until 
page refresh 
[Bug Fix] The ‘General’ tab on the User edit page is always active 
[Bug Fix] The Download Receipt button is misaligned after making or recording a payment 
[Bug Fix] Archiving a PA causes the Archive wording to overlap 
[Bug Fix] After resetting password from the login page user status is still showing ‘password expiring’ 
[Bug Fix] User roles are able to be selected outside of the checkboxes on the user edit page 
[Bug Fix] The time format on the PA is not displaying in correct format on both status bars 
 
 



 

 
 
 

Release Notes Cont.           January 20, 2021 
 

 
[Bug Fix] DJO shipping threshold details are not showing on the Restock Form page 
[Chore] Add additional ICD-10s to table 
[Chore] Add additional HCPCS to table 
[Chore] Create a rake task for changing the payment method for a charge 
[Chore] In Dev mode only, display a visible error alert on any page that has a duplicate HTML id 
[Chore] Add ‘—order random’ to all rspec commands in .circleci/config.yml 
[Chore] Upgrade to Ruby 2.6.6 for performance boost 


